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Abstract 

In this paper, we study the performance of multiple bus 
networks with full bus-memory connection, single 
bus-memory connection, and partial bus-memory 
connection. Besides, we also propose one type of multiple 
bus networks, called partial bus networks with K classes. 
Under a nonuniform requesting model, hierarchical 
requesting model, the performance of the above multiple 
bus networks is anal zed. The cost and fault-tolerant 
capability of each muiiple bus network is evaluated and 
compared with one another. It can be shown that the 
proposed networks are useful in applications re uirin high 
performance and degree of fault-tolerance wi& m Aerate  
cost. 

I. Introduction 

With the advent of VLSI technologies, a great deal of 
attention has been paid to the design of multiprocessor 
systems to  achieve high levels of computation power. 
However, the erformance of a multiprocessor system 
depends signiicantly on the efficiency of its 
interconnection network. Several interconnection networks 
have been proposed for the multiprocessor systems, such as 
the crossbar, single bus, multi le bus, multistage 
interconnection networks and others PSI. 

The multiple bus networks with the following features 
become an attractive solution for connecting processors 
and memory modules in a multiprocessor system [4,8]. 
First, they provide a moderate throughput and cost 
comparing to that of the single bus networks and the 
crossbars. Second, they allow easy incremental expansion 
as the number of processors, memory modules, and buses 

Finally, the multiple bus networks possess 
!$%-tolerant capability. In case a bus fails, the 
multiprocessor system can still function with other 
nonfaulty ones. 

This paper is concerned with studying the performance 
of various multiple bus multiprocessor systems containing 
N processors, M memory modules, and B buses, where the 
memory modules are shared among all processors and 
B 5 min(M,N). One type of N x M x B multiple bus 
networks is shown in Fi ure 1.1. There are N processors, M 
memory modules, and b buses. Each bus is connected to 
all N processors and M memory modules. Many 
performance measures can be used to evaluate a system. 
Here, we shall use the effective memory bandwidth as a 
performance metric. The memory bandwidth is defined as 
the number of successful requests per memory cycle 
[1,2,6.11]. 
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In this paper, we propose an architecture of N x M x B 
multiple bus networks, called partial bus networks with K 
classes. In this architecture, each processor is connected to  
all buses. However, each memor module is connected only 
to a subset of buses. It is more iexible and less costly than 
that of multi le bus network with full connection of each 
processor an$ memory module to  all buses. Under a 
nonuniform memor reference model, called hierarchical 
requesting model [3f: the performance of the proposed N x 
M x B networks and other earlier proposed ones is 
analyzed and compared with one another. The cost and 
fault-tolerance of these networks are also evaluated. 

11. The Multide Bus Networks and Their Cost 

In this section, we first define various types of multiple 
bus networks, then evaluate their cost and fault-tolerant 
capabilities. 

A. Multide bus networks 

Performance analyses of the multiple bus net works have 
appeared recently in several papers [4,6,7,10,11,12]. All the 
above authors focus their attention on the multiple bus 
network with full connection of each processor and 
memor module to all the buses. Such a multiple bus 
networi is too costly for large multiprocessor systems. 
Lang et al. [8 proposed a less costly type of multiple bus 

artial bus architecture, the shared memory modules and 
ruses are divided into g groups. All the processors are 
connected to all the buses, whereas each group of M/g 
memory modules is connected to  a set of B /g  buses. Figure 
2.1 shows a partial bus network with g = 2. 

Here, we propose another architecture of N x M x B 
multiple bus networks, called partial bus networks with K 
classes. In this type of network, there are K classes of 
memory modules, where K 5 B. The memory modules in 
class Ck are connected to B buses from bus 1 to bus B, 
memory modules in Ck-1 are connected to B - 1 buses from 
bus 1 to bus B - 1. In general. memory modules in class Ci  
are connected to  i + B - K buses from bus 1 to bus i + B - 
K, for 1 5 i 3 K. A 3 x 6 x 4 partial bus network with three 
classes is shown in Figure 2.2. 

With our proposed networks, we can have the following 
two principles for the memory modules being connected to 
the buses in order to  enhance system fault-tolerance and 

erformance. One is that the memory modules which need 
figher fault-tolerance for buses failure are connected to 
more number of buses than those which need lower 
fault-tolerance for buses failure. The other is that the 
memory modules which are more frequently referenced are 

networks, cal I ed partial bus networks. In an N x M x B 
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flgure1.1 An NxMxB mumpbburnolwork. 

RguN2.1 AnNXMXB p M l l b u r n m w " g  = 2 

connected to more number of buses than those which are 
less frequently referenced. As will be clear in the following 
sections, the performance and cost of the partial bus 
networks with K classes are close to the partial bus 
networks with = 2. However, the fault-tolerance of the 
former is more aexible than that of the latter. 

For ease of description, we give the following definitions 
for various types of multiple bus networks. A multiple bus 
network with full bus-memory connection is one with each 
processor and each memory module connected to all buses. 
A multiple bus network with single bus-memor 
connection is one with each processor connected to afi 
buses, but each memory module is only connected to a 
single bus. A multiple bus network with partial 
bus-memory connection means that e x h  rocessor of the 
network is connected to all buses, but eac i  of its memory 
module can be connected to a subset of buses. The partial 
bus networks proposed in [SI and the partial bus networks 
with K classes are two examples of the multiple bus 
networks with partial bus-memory connection. 

In the above N x M x B multiple bus networks, two 
types of requesting conflicts can occur. One type of conflict 
arises when more than one processor attempts to  access 
the same idle memory module simultaneously, or a 
referenced memory module might be busy at the 
requesting time. This is called memory contention or 
memory interference. The other type of conflict arises 
when one or more processors attempt to access an idle 
memory module but no buses are available. This is called 
bus contention or bus interference. A two-etage 
arbitration scheme proposed by Lang et al. [8] can be used 
to resolve memory and bus contentions. 

3 ! !  . I I I I  I I  
I 

B. Cost analvsis 

The cost and fault-tolerance of the partial bus networks 
with K classes will be evaluated in the following. The cost 
of the multiple bus networks is measured by the number of 
connections and the load of each bus. It is obvious that the 
cost of a multiple bus network is proportional to the 
number of connections in the network. The capacitive 
loads and drive requirements of a bus are proportional to 
the number of connections on the bus. 

The number of connections of the N x M x B partial bus 
network with K classes is proportional to 

K 
NB + E M i ( i + B - K ) ,  

i = l  

where Mi is the number of memory modules in class Ci, for 
1 5  i 5 K. According to  the connection scheme of this type 
of networks, bus B is connected by the memory modules in 
class Ck, bus B-1 is connected by the memory modules in 
class c k  and class Ck-1. In eneral, bus i is connected by 
the memory modules whichielong to classes K, K-ll ...) 
max(i+K-B, 1). Thus, the load of each bus i ie 
proportional to 

K 
N + EMj.  for 13 i SB. 

j=max(i+K+3,1) 

Because the memory modules in class C1 are only 
connected to B - K + 1 buses, the degree of fault-tolerant 
of this network is equal t o  B - K. However, accesses to the 
memory modules in class Ci are more fault-tolerant than 
those to  class Ci-1, for i 5 K. 

The cost and fault-tolerant capability of various types 
of multiple bus networks are summarized in Table 2.1. In 
view of the results of Table 2.1 we conclude that the cost 
and fault-tolerant capability of networks with partial 
bus-memory connection scheme are intermediate between 
the networks with full bus-memory connection and the 
networks with single bus-memory connection. In section 
IV, the performance-ost ratio of various types of multiple 
bus networks will be compared with one another. 

111. Performance Analvsis 

Most of the previous performance analyses of the 
multiple bus networks are based on the assumption that a 
processor addresses any one of the shared memory modules 
with the same probability. In Das and Bhuyan 41, they 
assumed that each processor is likely to a d dress a 
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Table 2.1 

The cost and fault-tolerance of various multiple bus networks 

Connection No. of connections 
schemes 

Multiple bus 
with full 

busmemory 
connection 

Multiple bus 
with single 

busmemory 
connection 

Partial bus 
network 

Partial 
bus network 

with K 
clansur 

B(N + M) 

B N  + M 

K 
NB + X Mi( i+B-K) 

i=l 

Load of each 
bus i 

N + M  

N + Mi 

I( 
N + B M j  

j=max(i+r-n,l) 

Degree of 
Fault- 

Tolerance 

B - 1  

0 

Big - 1 

B - K  

particular memory module more frequently than others. 
The equally likely requesting case is a special case of the 
Das's model. In this paper, a general memory reference 
model, called hierarchical requestin model, is proposed. 
Under this model, the performance of various bus-memory 
connection schemes of the N x M x B multiple bus 
networks is analyzed. In the following, we shall describe 
the hierarchical requesting model. 

A. The hierarchical reauestina model 

In the multiprocessing environment, a 'ob to be run on 
the system usual1 consists of a set o! communicatin 

be organized in such a way that communication overhead 
amon these tasks is minimized, The task assignment 
procefure should a s s i p  those tasks that have large 
amount of communications to  the same processor or to a 
cluster of processors with low communication cost. It leads 
to that the traffic between a processor and other processors 
belonging to  the same cluster is higher than that with 
those processors belonging to other clusters. 

To  model such a system, a hierarchical requestin 
model is proposed 31. We assume that a cluster o 

favorite memory modules. These memory modules may be 
used for storing the tasks assigned for these processors. 
Besides, the relations of the processors with their favorite 
memory modules can be classified into n-level hierarchy. 
Each processor has different fractions of requests to the 
memory modules belon in to different level of subclusters. 
In the followin , we s h i l  fescribe the n-level hierarchy for 
the N x N x f3 multiple bus networks and N x M x B 
multiple bus networks. 

For an N x N x B multiple bus network, we assume that 
N = k l  kz ... kn. Each processor Pi has a memory module 
MMi as its favorite memory module, for 1s i SN. These 
processors and memory modules are organized into an 
n-level hierarchy. First, the N processors and memor 
modules are partitioned into k l  clusters in the first level 
each cluster contains N/kI pairs of processor-memory. In 
the second level, each of k l  clusters is partitioned into ka 
subclusters with e ual size, and so on. Finally, each 
subcluster in the 1n-l)th level contains kn pairs of 
processor-memory. For example, with a th redeve l  

tasks. To  execute tKese tasks efficiently, the system shoul f 

'i 
processors have a c / uster of memory modules as their 

hierarchy, an N x N x B network, where N = kl kz k3, can 
be partitioned into k l  clusters, and each cluster can be 
partitioned into ki subclusters again. Finally, each 
subcluster contains k3 pairs of processor and its favorite 
memory module. 

With an n-level hierarchy, there are n+l different 
requesting rates for a rocessor accessing to the memor 
modules in different sufklusters. On the other hand, each 
memory module is requested by different processors with 
different requesting rates. Each processor has n + l  types of 
requests: namely, requests to its favorite memory module 
with fraction mo, requests to each of other memory 
modules in the same subcluster of the (n-1)th level except 
its favorite memory module with fraction mi, requests to 
each of the memory modules in the same subcluster of the 
n-2)th level excluding the memory modules in the 
n-1)th level with fraction m2, re uests to each of the 

memory modules in the same subjuster of the ( n 3 ) t h  
level excluding the memory modules in the (n-2)th level 
with fraction m3, and so on. We assume that the 0th level 
includes the whole network. 

In e;eneral, the fraction of a processor requesting 
connection to its favorite memory module is higher than 
that of requesting connection to nonfavorite ones. 
Furthermore, the fraction of requests to a memory module 
within the same subcluster is higher than that of requests 
to a memory module in other subclusters. That is, ma > 
ml > ... > m,. Let N; be the number of processors or 
memory modules belonging to the same subcluster in the 
( n 4 ) t h  level, excluding those in the ( n i + l ) t h  level, for 
O< i <n. The Ni's can be computed as follows 

Ni = (kn-i+i - 1) kn-i+2 ... kn-I k,, for 1< i Sn, and 

n 

i=O 
Xmi Ni  = 1, where No = 1. (1) 

For example, with a three-level hierarchy, let N = k i  kz 
k3. From formula (l), we have No = 1, N I  = k 3  - 1, Nz = 
(k2 - 1) k3, and N3 = (kl - 1) kz k3. 

In the following, let us consider an N x M x B multiple 
bus networks, N and M are restricted to 
N = k l  kz ... knWl k, and M = k l  kz ... k,-I k:, respectively. 
The partitioning way of the N x M x B networks is the 
same as that of the N x N x B networks. However, each 
subcluster in the (n-1)th level of the N x M x B networks 
contains k, processors and k,!, memory modules. The k, 
memory modules in the (n-1 th level are used as the 

same subcluster. We assume that each processor with 
equal probability requests to any one of its favorite 
memory modules. For exam le, with a three-level 
hierarch an N x M x B networl, where N = k l  kz  k3 and 
M = kl E; ki ,  can be partitioned into k l  clusters, and each 
cluster can be artitioned into k2  subclusters a ain. 
Finally, each sugcluster contains k S  processors an! k i  
favorite memory modules. 

With an n-level hierarchy, there are n different 
requesting rates for a processor accessing to the memory 
modules In different subclusters. In fact, the requesting 
case of the N x M x B networks can be treated as that a 

favorite memory modules of t h e k, processors with the 
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special case of the N x N x B networks with mo = 0. So, 
we only consider the case of N x N x B multiple bus 
networks in the performance analysis. The performance of 
the N x M x  B networks can be obtained from the 
formulas derived in the case of N x N x B networks with 
mo = 0. 

Based on the hierarchical requestin model the 
performance of various types of N x N x 6 multiple bus 
networks is analyzed with the following assumptions: 

1) The multiple bus networks operate in a synchronous 
mode. The re uests of all processors are issued at the 
same time an] each processor has an identical memory 
c cle time. d E ach processor Pi generates random and independent 
requests. 
3) At the beginning of every memory cycle, each 
processor generates a new request with probability r. 
Thus, r is also the average number of requests 
generated per memory cycle by each processor. 
4) The propagation delays and arbitration times 
associated with the multiple bus networks are included 
in the memory cycle time. 
5) The requests which are blocked (not accepted) are 
ignored. That is, the requests issued a t  the next cycle 
are independent of the previous cycle. 

B. The multide bus networks with full bus-memorv 
connect ion 

The performance of the multiple bus networks with 
various bus-memory connection schemes can be analyzed 
by considering memory interference and bus interference in 
the networks. First, we consider the memory interference. 
Let X be the probability that there is a t  least one request 
for a particular memory module MMj. Let Po be the 
probability of a processor P. requesting a connection to its 
favorite memory module h j .  Let Pi be the probability 
that a t  least one request is generated by those processors 
which have fraction mi requesting connection to memory 
module MMj, for 15 i <_n. The number of processors with 
fraction mi re uestin connection to  MMj is equal t o  Ni as 
given in f o r m j a  (1). 'it follows that 

Pi = 1 -(1  - r  mi) Ni  . 

Hence, the probability of at  least one processor requesting 
connection to MMj is 

x = l - ( l - P o ) ( l - P , ) . * . ( l - P n )  
= 1 - (1  - r mo)(l-  r ... (1  - r mnlNn. (2) 

Second, we consider the bus interference. The multiple 
bus network with B buses can allow at most B re uests per 
memory cycle. With the probability X of at least one 

rocessor requestin connection to a memory module given 
gy (2), the pro%ability that exactly i of the N 
memory-request arbiters output a memory request is 
given by 

The network gets saturated when more than B requests are 
generated and allows only B processor-memory 
connections simultaneously. As a result, the memor 
bandwidth MBWf of the multiple bus networks with fuf 

bus-memory connection is given by 

B li 
MBWf = Z i q i )  + E B q i )  

i = l  i = B + 1  

N N 

i= l  i=B+1 
= X i q i )  - x ( i - B ) q i )  

A 
= NX - E ( i - B )  4 ; ) .  (4) 

i=B+1 

The memory bandwidth MBWs of the multiple bus 
networks with single bus-memory connection can be 
derived as follows. Let Mi be the number of memory 
modules connected to the bus i, for 15 i _<B. Then the 
pfobabilit that there is a t  least one memory service in bus 
i is given By 

(5) Mi Y i = 1 - ( 1 - X )  , 
where X is the probability that there is a t  least one 
processor requesting to a particular memory module and is 
given by (2). Thus, the memory bandwidth of the network 
is expressed as 

B 
MBWs = XYi. 

i = l  

C. The partial bus networks 

In this subsection, we shall derive the performance of 
the partial bus networks under the hierarchical requesting 
model. In fact, the memory interference analysis for the 
partial bus networks is the same as before, since it is 
independent of the bus configuration. However, the bus 
interference analysis needs some modification. 

Assume that an N x N x B partial bus network is 
patitioned into g e ual groups. Each of N/g memory 
modules is connectel to all B/g buses. The equation 
resulted from the memory interference is the same as 
e uation (2). Consider the bus interference in each group 
oqbuses. Equation (3) can be rewritten as follows 

Because each group of B g buses allows at most B/g 

B/g buses and N/g memory modules is given by 
requests, the memory ban d width of each subnetwork with 

N/ 
MBWg = '!!i Pg(i) + f B / g  Pg(i) 

i = l  i=B/g+l 

= 'k Pg(i) - '!$i-B/g) Pg(i) 
i = l  i=B/g+l 
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The memory bandwidth MBWp of the partial bus 
networks can be obtained from the summation of g groups 
of subnetworks. Hence, we obtain 

MBWp = g MBWg 

= N X - '&g i - B )  Pg(i). (9) 
i=B/g+l 

If g = 1, then equation (9) is equal to equation (4). 

B. The Dartial bus networks with K classes 

Before presenting the memory bandwidth of the 
N x N x B partial bus networks with K classes, we give a 
simple and fair bus-assi nment procedure for assigning the 
requested memory mo8ules in each class Ci to their 
i + B - K connected buses. The bus-assignment procedure 
can be divided into two steps that are described in [9]. 

In the first step, it concerns to select the requested 
memory modules from each class Ci and assign them to 
the i + B - K connected buses. For each class Ci, 
min(i+B-K? R) memory modules from the R memory 
modules which have a t  least one re uest are selected. The 
selected memory modules in class 8 i  are assigned to  the 
buses from bus i+B-K to  bus i + B - K - 
min(i+B-K, R) + 1. For exam le, let B = 4 and K = 3. 
The memory modules in class 8 2  are connected buses 3, 2, 
and 1. If there are three requested memory modules are 
selected from class Ca, then the buses 3, 2, and 1 will be 
assigned to the selected memory modules. After the first 
step, a bus i may be re uested by several memory-request 
arbiters from different &sses. In the second step, each bus 
arbiter makes assignment in a random selection or cyclic 
fashion. Based on the bus-assi ment procedure, the 
memory bandwidth of the networrcan be derived by the 
following method. 

Assume that each class Ci contains Mi memory 
modules, for 1 < i < K. In the part of memory interference, 
let X be the robability that there is at least one request 
for a particufar memory module MMjk which belongs to 
class Cj and X is derived from equation (2). In the part of 
bus interference, let Yi be the probability that there is at  
least one memory-request arbiter output a request in bus 
i. Then the memory bandwidth of the partial bus network 
with K classes is equal to 

B 
MBWp' = EYi.  

i = l  

The formulas of Yi's are derived as follows. Given the X, 
the probability that exactly m memory services are 
requested to the memory modules in class Cj is given by 

From the connection scheme of the network, the bus i is 
connected by the memory modules which belong to classes 
K, K - 1, ..., max(i+K-B, 1). According to the 
bus-assignment procedures, the bus B will be requested if 
there is at least one memory service in the class Ck.  Thus, 

Y B  = 1 - &(o). 

The case that bus B - 1 is not requested is given by the 
conditions of no any memory service in class Ck-1 and at  
most one memory service in class ck. That is, 

y B - 1 ~  1 - &-I(())( &(o) 4- &(I)). 

In general, the case that bus i is not requested is given 
by the conditions of no any memory service in class Ciik-B: 
at most one memory service in class Ci+k-B+l, at most two 
memory services in class Ci+k-B+Z ... and at  most B - i 
memory services in class ck. Notice that, if the subscript d 
of a class c d  is smaller than one, then this class is a 
dummy (empty) class. Then equation (10) for the dummy 
class Cd is 

Pd 0) = 1, and 
P d m )  = 0 for m > 0, where d 0. 

Let A = i+K-B, then 

Yi = 1 - PA(O)(A+I(O) + PAiI(1)) ... 
(&(o) + ... + Pk(B - i)) 

(11) 

where Pj(m) is equal to zero if m > Mj. Hence, the 
memory bandwidth of the partial bus network with K 
classes is 

K j-A 

i = l  j = A  m=O 
B K j-A 

B 
MBWpl = E ( 1  - Il EPj(m))  

= B - E Il E Pj(m). (12) 
i= l  j = A  m=O 

Notice that, if K = 1, Le., there is only one class, then 
equation (12) is equal to equation (4). Therefore, the 
multiple bus networks with full bus-memory connection 
can be considered as a special case of the partial bus 
networks with K classes. 

IV. Numerical Results 

In this section, we give some numerical results obtained 
from our analyses for the N x N x B multiple bus networks 
with various bus-memory connection schemes. The results 
are evaluated under the two-level hierarchy and uniform 
requesting model for r = 1.0 and 0.5. In the uniform 
requesting case, each processor requests connection to all 
the memory modules with equal probability. In the 
two-level hierarchy, we assume that an N x N x B 
network is partitioned into four clusters, and each cluster 
contains N14 processors and memory modules. Each 
processor with probability 0.6 addressing to its favorite 
memory module, probability 0.3 addressing to other 
memory modules within the same cluster, and probability 
0.1 addressing to the memory modules in other clusters. 

Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 list the memory bandwidth of 
the N x N x B networks with full bus-memory connection 
for various values of N and B. The results show that the 
memory bandwidth in the two-level hierarchy is higher 
than that in the uniform requesting model for various 
values of N and B. Under the two-level hierarchy with r = 
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1.0, a processor requests its favorite memory module most 
of the time, thereby reducing the memory access conflicts. 
The memor bandwidth of the system is then most 
affected by t i e  number of buses. If a processor enerates a 
request in every cycle, then the network s h o J d  have at  
least N/2 buses to provide comparable performance with 
that of the network with N buses or a crossbar network. 
However, for r = 0.5, Table 4.2 shows that the network 
with B = N/2 buses performs close to that of network with 
B = N buses. When r is less than 1, the network with large 
number of buses is underutilized. The results indicate that 
the number of buses for the networks should be determined 
by taking both requesting rate r and requesting pattern 
into consideration. 

1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
32 

Table 4.1 

fufbus-memory connection for r = 1.0. 
Memo bandwidth of N x N x B networks with 

1.0 1.0 
1.99 1.97 
3.74 3.53 
5.97 5.25 

Buses 

N = 8  N = 12 N = 16 

Hier. Unif Hier. Unif. Hier. Unif. 

1 
2 
4 
8 
12 
16 

N x N  
/Crossbar 1 3.47 3.23 I 5.16 4.80 1 6.87 6.37 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
3.97 3.87 4.0 3.99 4.0 4.0 
5.98 5.25 7.73 7.24 7.99 7.89 

8.86 7.78 11.20 10.13 
11.78 10.30 

Table 4.3 lists the memory bandwidth of the multiple 
bus networks with sin le bus-memory connection. The 
memory bandwidth of t i e  network is evaluated under the 
case that N memor modules are distributed over the B 
buses. That is, e x %  bus is connected by N/B memory 
modules. Table 4.4 lists the memory bandwidth of the 
partial bus networks with g = 2.  The load of each bus is 
proportional to N + N/2. The results show that the 
memory bandwidth with the two-level hierarchical 
requesting model is higher than that with the uniform 
requesting model for various values of N and B. 
Comparison of the results in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 
shows that the memory bandwidth of the partial bus 
networks with g = 2 is higher than that of the networks 
with sin le bus-memory connection scheme. However, the 
cost of t f e  networks with single bus-memory connection is 
less than that of the partial bus networks. 

Buses 

Table 4.3 

Memory bandwidth of N x N x B networks with 
single bus-memory connection. 

I r = 1.0 

N = 8  N = 16 N = 32 

Hier. Unif. Hier. Unif. Hier. Unif. 

e Buses Hier. Unif. 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 

1.99 1.97 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
3.89 3.73 4.0 3.99 4.0 4.0 
5.97 5.25 7.92 7.71 8.0 8.0 

11.78 10.30 15.97 15.76 
23.48 20.41 

N = 16 

N x N  
Crossbar 

Hier. Unif. 

5.98 5.25 8.86 7.78 11.78 10.30 

1.0 1.0 
2.0 2.0 
3.98 3.94 
7.44 6.99 

11.78 10.30 

No. 
of 

Buses 

1 
2 
4 
8 
12 
16 

N = 32 

Hier. Unif. 

2.0 2.0 
4.0 4.0 
7.96 7.86 

14.87 13.90 
23.48 20.41 

N = 8  N = 12 N = 16 

Hier. Unif. Hier. Unif. Hier. Unif. 

0.99 0.98 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.91 1.88 1.99 1.98 2.0 2.0 
3.15 2.99 3.76 3.67 3.95 3.91 
3.47 3.23 5.13 4.78 6.52 6.15 

5.16 4.80 6.86 6.37 
6.87 6.37 

Table 4.4 

Buses 

Memory bandwidth of N x N x B partial bus 
networks with g = 2. 

N = 8  N = 16 N = 32 

Hier. Unif. Hier. Unif. Hier. Unif. 

I r = 1.0 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 

2.0 1.98 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
3.85 3.68 3.99 3.98 4.0 4.0 
5.97 5.25 7.71 7.35 7.99 7.97 

11.78 10.30 15.44 14.70 
23.48 20.41 

Table 4.5 lists the memory bandwidth of the partial bus 
network with K classes. The results are obtained from the 
case of the number of classes K = B and each class 
contains N/K memory modules. The number of 
connections in the network is proportional to NB + 
(B + 1)N/2. This connection cost is nearly equal to.  the 
partial bus networks with g = 2. The memory bandwldth 
of both networks are also very close for various values of N 
and B. In the partial bus networks with K classes, the 
memory modules which belon to class Ci can tolerate at  
least i + B - K - 1 buses faifure, while all the memory 
modules in the artial bus networks can tolerate B/g  - 1 
buses failure. T I e  fault-tolerance of the former is more 
flexible than that of the latter. 

Table 4.5 

memory bandwidth of N x N x B partial 
bus network with K = B classes. 

I r = 1.0 I 
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From the performance-cost ratio comparison, the 
network with single bus-memory connection is more 
cost-effective than the partial bus networks. However, the 
sin le bus-memor connection scheme lacks 
fauyt-tolerance. Simirarl , comparison of the results of 
Table 4.1, Table 4.3, Tagle 4.4 and Table 4.5 shows that 
the performance of the networks with full .bus-memory 
connection is higher than that of the partial bus networks, 
but the multi le bus with full bus-memory connection is 
less cost-efictive. The performance, cost, and 
fault-tolerant capability of the networks with partial 
bus-memory connection scheme are intermediate between 
the networks with single bus-memory connection and the 
networks with full bus-memory connection. 

V. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose an architecture of N x M x B 
multiple bus networks, called partial bus networks with K 
classes. It is more flexible and less costly than that of 
multiple bus network with full connection of each 
processor and memory module to all buses. We also 

ropose a general memory reference model, called 
kerarchical requesting model. Under this model, the 
performance of the multiple bus networks with various 
types of bus-memory connections is analyzed. The cost 
and fault-tolerant capability for various types of N x M x 
B networks are also compared with one another. The 
numerical results show that the memory bandwidth of all 
the networks in the hierarchical requesting case is higher 
than that in the uniform requesting case. 

The multiple bus networks with full bus-memory 
connection has higher memory bandwidth but less 
cost-effective than all the other types of multiple bus 
networks. The multiple bus network with single 
b u w e m o r y  connection is the most cost-effective, but it 
lacks fault-tolerance. The performance, cost, and 
fault-tolerant capability of the networks with partial 
bus-memory connection scheme are intermediate between 
the networks with single bus-memory connection and the 
networks with full bus-memory connection. Which type of 
the networks is selected would depend on the requirement 
of the multiprocessor systems. 
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